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Offense or Defense ... Where Do Your Skills Take You?

By Kathleen M. Peterson
Chief Vision Officer, PowerHouse Consulting, Inc.

Although football season is over, the game’s basic
functions provide a reasonable context for evaluating the
inner workings of your Customer Care communication
approach. To effectively apply these functions, we must
understand what they are. The team charged with carrying
the ball down the field to score plays offense. Defense
attempts to prevent offense from accomplishing that task.

I would like to propose for the purposes of this article that
we think of the ball as the Customer Experience, offense
as change, and defense as status quo. The game also
comes with special teams, managers, coaches, trainers,
and owners; this is a structure replicated in most
businesses. When it comes to Customer Care/Contact
Centers, consider evaluating your operation in these terms
... it could be fun!

First of all, ask yourself ... Does our operation play better
offense or better defense? Are we innovators? Are we
willing to challenge our own belief systems in order to
search for new and creative tools and techniques to
improve on fulfilling the Customer Experience promise? My
experience in this industry is that the answer no; in far too
many cases defense has crippled offense.

Unlike football, the roles of offense and defense in
business are adopted rather than assigned. Often the
position is grown into. It is driven by habit, fear, exhaustion,
poor leadership, neglect, turf battles, and a slew of other
dynamics that undermine any genuine offensive skill. The
condition is typically evolutionary and often positions
offensive thinking as revolutionary!

I view defense as among the most dangerous
communication mechanisms. Defense is the foundation of
the status quo, or should I say the facilitation of it. Status
quo often manifests in a defensive stance associated with
things like bringing in hidden agendas, contributing to
project stalemates, blocking optimization of technology,
inhibiting add-on sales initiatives, and just about any anti-
offensive tactics.

Defense has a detectable language ... “That will never
work here,” “We tried that already,” “We can’t,” “Our
people won’t,” “THEY (whoever they are) will never allow
it,” “We’ve always managed just fine, etc., etc. Defensive
arguments use words like always, never, and can’t. This is
the language of pessimists. Rather than engaging in
discussions of pros and cons, these folks throw down the
gauntlet of “opinion.” They consistently choose opinion
over expertise and stand by their defensive position no
matter what it takes.

A strong defense translates to those folks that often play
“devil’s advocate.” While insights are welcome, this
positioning rarely reflects curiosity. The “devil’s advocate”
rolls in the obstacles to create fear, uncertainty, and doubt;
this protects their comfort zone. The result is stalled
initiatives ... if you look closely at a stalled project, you will
notice indicators of defensive positions within Customer
Care/Contact Centers as well as cross-functionally. For
example, take the Contact Center that is pummeled by
marketing and promotional campaigns that it was not privy
to prior to launch. The responsible party (Marketing, etc.)
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justifies not informing the Contact Center because of “security” or some other lame reason. This represents cross-functional defense!

The Contact Center must then act offensively. Management must calculate the cost of a poor response to a campaign or promotion because there was no time to plan, staff, or train for an effective response. The cost here is more than contacts lost or mishandled. It must also include the impact on the morale of the frontline agent; it is not fun to appear stupid and that is exactly what they experience.

If the Customer Experience is the ball, Marketing has no business adopting a defensive position. Any internal “trust” issues are hallucinations enjoyed by those that need a defense for their negligence of the Customer Experience. I seriously doubt that there has been a marketing campaign worthy of industrial espionage (of course I could be wrong). It is wrong at the Customer Experience offensive level to assert a lack of cross-functional trust to defend a broken communication path.

Defense is dangerous when it is quietly adopted as the means by which we lead. If an environment is detected as too much defense and not enough offense, leadership needs to take a step back and indict themselves. Leaders set the course and morale and culture are reflections of leadership.

Defensive practices also inhibit the elimination of poor quality players. I have witnessed far too many organizations in which even the worst offenders (from an attitude and contribution perspective) are tolerated and even protected from elimination because of some false sense of commitment. An offensive commitment is to the Customer Experience. Any resources … including humans … that contaminate rather than contribute to that objective must be removed from the assignment! If you defend a flawed retention practice within your culture, GOOD LUCK because it will ultimately be your downfall.

Defense often manifests as silence, as in not speaking up and not showing up. When conditions within any business unit are flawed and recommendations for change are made, there is a problem if your first response is to argue against it INSIDE YOUR OWN HEAD. Far too many staff hide their true feelings about situations, conditions, or initiatives from everyone but their “posse” … those that have “water cooler” conversations where all the doubt is safe to disclose. There is another aspect to this dynamic manifested by silent adversaries that ignore meetings and abandon project milestones, deadlines, and tasks related to the initiative with which they disagree. In addition to pessimism, we detect passive aggressive behavior which is very unpleasant to experience. If you add to this the previously-mentioned culture of retaining the wrong people, making any kind of change becomes very complicated.

Taking on the offensive position includes being open, curious, proactive, and optimistic. Leadership’s offensive adoption provides forums for ongoing evaluation, education, and action. The offense is constantly learning new, more creative “plays” to challenge the status quo and determine regularly the best and most effective methodology to deliver on the Customer Experience. This means that offensive players read industry information, feed their professional curiosity, inspire others to contribute, and appreciate individual contributors for what they have to offer.

Offense has strict hiring criteria, understands competency requirements, and does its best to influence hiring using its
highest performing staff as a model. It protects itself from being the business unit in which redundant resources from downsized departments within the enterprise are “assigned.”

The offensive position has established hiring practices; while those resources may apply, they are subjected to the same criteria as any other applicant. Defensive leaders just shrug their shoulders, accept the staff, and whine about it to others.

Offense craves innovation and always asks … How can we make things better? What are we learning about our customers’ needs and preferences? What new or existing technology do we need to know more about? The leader is the quarterback whose job it is to set the standards of behavior for the team. If there is no quarterback, and just a lot of defensive lineman, the ball will not be moved. Defense will win the day and the Customer Experience, the revenue, and the brand will be sacrificed in the process.

Which team are you on … offense or defense?

(#56, Offense or Defense … Where Do Your Skills Take You?, March 2012)
Instant Address Verification

Easily integrate the **Data Quality Suite** into your call center operations to prevent incorrect, incomplete or fraudulent mailing addresses, email addresses, and phone numbers from entering your database in the first place.

- Validate and correct addresses in real-time
- Ensure accurate delivery and billing information
- Reduce undeliverable goods and shipping costs
- Save time in data entry
- Improve customer relations

**The Data Quality Suite will:**

**BEFORE**

john smith iii phd
melissa data corp.
22382 Empresa 92688
7145895200
john@800miAL.com

**AFTER**

Melissa Data Corp.
John Smith III PhD
22382 Avenida Empresa Ste 100
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2112
949-589-5200
John@melissadata.com
Delivery Indicator: **Business**
*Highlights indicate added and/or corrected data.*

Get a FREE TRIAL at: MelissaData.com/dqs or call 1-800-MELISSA

MelissaDATA®
Your Partner in Data Quality
Quick Addressing Improved.

Brilliant!

Empower your contact center staff. With Capture they can quickly and accurately enter full addresses into all types of forms with the fewest possible keystrokes. Provide better customer service and improve the overall quality of your contact database — no more misspelled or invalid addresses.

Introducing MailRoom ToolKit Capture.

- Innovative search finds the right address quickly
- Automatically switches between multiple address forms
- Easy-to-use interface improves efficiency
- Out-of-the-box installation and intuitive field mapping reduce IT burden

Get ready to put the ‘quick’ into Quick Addressing.

Call 800-553-6477 today for a free trial
Ask about our competitive pricing.
With a phone and web connection, we can show how the furniture, layouts, and colors you’ve selected will look in your contact center — and even make live changes giving you an up-to-date visual of your furniture solution. Watch a demo web conference at: interiorconcepts.com/learnmore.
Quickly, logically and cost effectively gain mastery over all levers in the contact center and truly guide your centers’ destiny. Announcing the world’s only web based call center audit and continuous improvement tool…  

Snapshotzonline® is a Cloud based customer service self assessment tool, which has multiple applications.  

- SWOT analysis and planning tool  
- Audit and risk management tool  
- Team and location comparison tool  
- Training tool  
- Strategic task management tool linked to KPI’s  
- Leadership development tool  

Easily deployed (within 5 - 10 minutes) and available on demand. Easy to use and delivers immediate professional reporting with multiple applications to power your destiny! 

Assess, measure and prioritize what’s right for your customers, organization and center. Develop a continuous improvement program based on robust analysis allowing you to track measurable progress. Incorporate into your current objectives and vision, the tasks and strategies identified to bridge the gaps. 

Drive your center to heights that will delight and WOW your customers, your organization, your center and YOU! 

To find out more call us today on 647-729-3991 or by email at snapshotz@thetaylorreachgroup.com
Introducing Etech Global Services

Etech Global Services is a leading provider of intelligent sales and service solutions utilizing inbound and outbound voice and web chat. For over a decade, we have been helping companies cost effectively acquire new customers and maximize profits by servicing and growing existing customers.

DELIVERING INTELLIGENT SALES AND SERVICE SOLUTIONS

At Etech, we understand the importance of the relationship between a company and its customers. That’s why all of our sales and service solution strategies are driven by the voice of the customer. Through our stringent QA process, we record 100% of all voice and chat interactions and evaluate our agents to ensure an ever-improving customer experience. We also gather critical business intelligence data from each customer interaction to drive strategic recommendations for continued sales and service improvements. And we do everything with the highest integrity and quality possible. These differences allow us to provide industry-leading service, stellar CSAT scores, and high performing sales and service solutions that enable our clients to increase revenue and delight their customers.

PIONEER IN WEB CHAT SALES AND SERVICE

Etech is the foremost expert in web chat services and has proven results in lead generation, sales and service. We provide a sophisticated chat solution that monitors web site visitors, identifies hot prospects, engages prospects with targeted offers, and converts hot prospects into customers. When you partner with Etech, you can rest assured that your online sales and service goals will be met and even exceeded right from the start.

QUICK FACTS ABOUT ETECH

- 2,300 team members in facilities located in Texas, Jamaica and India.
- Bilingual center in Texas providing services in both Spanish and English.
- Tier One preferred provider for Fortune 50 and Fortune 500 companies.
- ISO 9000 Certified and PCI Compliant.

With Etech Global Services, you’ll receive:

WORLD-CLASS TRAINING
Etech uses a combination of custom-made curriculum and client-provided training documentation to ensure our agents provide stellar service.

LOWER RESPONSE TIMES
Etech’s custom built tools lower response time for a better experience.

QUICK STAFFING RAMP-UP
Etech has the ability to manage fluctuating volumes and can ramp quickly through our robust hiring and training process.

DEEP BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Every customer interaction is digitally recorded and analyzed. The voice of the customer data is provided to clients to improve the web site experience, products and promotional offers, understand the competition, and much more.

STRINGENT QUALITY MONITORING
Etech’s QA process improves agent performance and ensures a positive customer experience.

24/7/365 CAPABILITIES
The combination of an onshore, near shore, and offshore model allows full coverage every day of the week and every hour of the day.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY
Etech partners with technology leaders and other solution providers to provide integrated solutions that meet the changing needs of our clients.

HIGHEST INTEGRITY
Above all, Etech’s motto is Playing by the Rules. We adhere to the highest standards and the results can be seen in our strong retention rates and CSAT scores.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

call us at 936-371-2640
e-mail us at info@etechgs.com
visit our website www.etechgs.com

Copyright © 2011 Etech Global Services. All rights reserved.

What do customers and clients say about Etech Global Services?

“Agent was superb! I wish I had the same customer service everywhere!”

“Agent was VERY helpful and I was wowed! Thanks again for excellent service!!”

“Through our partnership with Etech, we have reduced our costs and increased conversions and order value. This program has brought in 60% incremental revenue and is a clear winner.”

VP, Ecommerce

Stop searching for a vendor and let Etech Global Services be the trusted advisor you’ve been looking for.
The Call Center Group A-Z is an industry leading Call Center Management and Executive Search firm based in Phoenix, Arizona. We are 100% focused on Call Center staffing on a global level, and committed to providing staffing solutions to our clients by delivering exceptional, qualified professionals who match our clients unique hiring needs.

We specialize in the recruitment and placement of talented Call Center Supervisors, Managers, Workforce Professionals, Operations Managers, and mid to upper-level Call Center Executives.

Call us at 480-538-6001 or visit our website at www.thecallcentergroupa-z.com to get more information on the services we offer our clients in providing the very best in Call Center Staffing and Executive Recruitment solutions.

- Over 20 Years in the Call Center Industry
- Retainer & Contingency Fees Available
- No Cost Unless We Fill the Position
- No Call Center Position too Difficult to Fill
- A Commitment to Quality & Integrity
- Confidential Searches
- 100% Guarantee!

“100% Satisfaction Guaranteed Or We Will Replace The Candidate At No Charge!”
We needed an easy-to-use, affordable and feature-rich call recording solution that could integrate seamlessly and reliably within our communications infrastructure. The other vendors showed us what they had.

OAISYS gives us what we need.

OAISYS provides award-winning call recording and contact center management solutions that solve common business problems simply, reliably and affordably. Our comprehensive pre- and post-sales support, dedicated installation assistance and end-user training services ensure an immediate return on investment.

- Certified interoperability with leading business communications platforms
- Easy and flexible integration with many existing third-party communications applications
- Helps support legal, industry and service-level compliance, including PCI-DSS requirements

Call: 888.496.9040  Visit: www.oaisys.com  Email: contact@oaisys.com

©OAISYS 2012. OAISYS, the OAISYS logo, Talkument and the Talkument logo are registered trademarks of Computer Telephony Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
Axiom Voice is a facilities-based termination and origination carrier that specializes in providing Call Centers with the highest quality and most reliable telephony services. We develop creative solutions and offer unique pricing models for customers of all shapes and sizes.

Our many years of experience in working with Call Center and BPO customers has given us a thorough understanding of your challenges. We have a portfolio of solutions specifically developed to simplify SIP in your industry.

:: **Plagued by Short Call Surcharges?**
Significantly reduce or eliminate the penalties associated with short calls. Join many of our customers in not having to worry about the additional cost of short calls or dialer traffic again.

:: **Turn-Key, TDM to SIP.**
Currently using a TDM solution? You now have the ability to leverage the efficiencies of SIP without modifying your current platform. With our Managed PRI Gateway, the transition to SIP and significant savings, while maintaining quality, is literally minutes away. No SIP experience required.

:: **Superior Performance and Scalability.**
Consistently achieve the fastest call setups, the maximum number of calls-per-second, and the highest call completion rates with our direct connectivity to SS7, efficient routing of calls, and a proprietary Quality of Service algorithm.

:: **Proven Dependability.**
While other providers are simply Resellers, we have our own network that terminates directly to Tier 1 TDM/SS7 with geographically diverse SIP clusters and fail-over operations at all critical components of our network. With active customers all over the world, over 58 billion calls processed, and 10 years running, you can surely count on us.

*Also, ask about how Axiom Voice beats all flat rates.*

Let’s talk about how much you’ll save.

800.656.4155 :: Sales@AxiomVoice.com :: AxiomVoice.com/callcentertimes
Over the past decade Telelanguage has been a reliable link between our doctors and the non-English speaking patients at our medical facilities across the United States. They have handled all of our interpreter requests with intelligence, integrity and 100% professionalism. But they have been much more than just a language services provider. They have, in real sense, been a partner. We have trusted them implicitly with providing us the best trained and certified interpreters along with the fastest interpreter connect times and they have never let us down.

—Susan Selva
Patient Relations,
(Providence Health Network)
Dear Vice-President of Sales/Marketing:

Here Is How We Can Help Increase Your Bottom Line!

_______ ‘2012 Call Center Book of Lists Directory’:
◆ Over 2,000 Call Centers Listed
◆ Each Call Center has at least One Decision Maker Listed
◆ Includes bonus technology leads - (Speech Technology, Recording Solutions and ACD information)
◆ Approximately 1000 E-mail Addresses
◆ The Directory is in CD-ROM (Excel Spreadsheet)
◆ FREE Quarterly Updates
Cost: $425

_______ Vendor Directory: Your Company’s listing will be included in the Vendor Directory, on our website, www.callcentertimes.com, for the next 12 months.
Cost: $399

_______ Buyer’s Guide: Your Company’s listing will be included in the Buyer’s Guide, on our website, www.callcentertimes.com, alongside your logo, for 12 months.
Cost: $517

_______ Corporate Logo Promotion (Website):
Cost $500

_______ Corporate Logo Promotion (Newsletter):
Cost $500

_______ Monthly Newsletter Advertisement:
Cost: $275

_______ Classifieds Advertisement (60 Days):
Cost: $275

Webinars/Webcasts, Seminars, Call Center Space Advertisement, etc.

_______ Job Posting (job posting will run on our website until filled):
Cost: $275

One Time Fee Per Posting
Simply check the applicable column(s) and return by fax to (972) 395-9205. Quality of the database is guaranteed. Testimonials from past and present customers are available upon request. Please note all transactions are final.

COMPANY NAME/ Contact/Address/Telephone/Fax/E-mail: ________________________________________________________________

_________________________ __________________________
Credit Card Number Expiration Date

______________________________________________________________
Name As Appears On Credit Card (Print Please) & Signature

Regards,
Nosa Eke, Publisher